Abstract
INTRODUCTION
The thrust for having big pie in terms of market share kindle the marketer for constant endeavors and strive for excellence. Indian FMCG sector is fourth largest in the world and valued almost 2-lakh-crore. 1 Independent India today because of liberalization, privatisation and globalization hunt for the policy of "Differentiate and Rule" in the areas of sales and marketing. The important thing is that today for survival in the intense competition marketers have to come out with differentiations. At this juncture the marketer should accentuate on the Branding phenomenon, which becomes the Retailers' perspective for brand Management: Need and Significance Today Modern Trade or organized retail for FMCG sector has emerged as significant factor as the proportion of consumers who claim to shop at MT "Occasionally" has grown from 54% last year to 66% in 2012. 3 Modern trade has a market share of 9.2% in overall FMCG sales, it indicates still more than 91% of FMCG sales is driven bu traditional format and other channels. The Nielsen report reveals the fact that Modern Trade is still a urban phenomenon as 17 key Metros accounts for whopping 73% of MT sales of FMCG products. Significant research happened on organized retail in FMCG sector and impulse buying issues. Still the unorganized retailers remain obscure area for FMCG sector and brand portfolio management. Retailers of FMCG products in India suffer from issues ranging from store size to ROI and demographic issues to corporate attention. For exploring all these possibilities research tried to analyze the FMCG sector in light of brand portfolio management with retailer's perspective.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research has been carried out in mainly two phases; in phase one; macro environment variables have been studied along with literature review on brand portfolio Management and retailers while in phase two primary survey has been conducted.
For determining sample size following consideration is taken: As in this research population standard deviation is not available, so the sample size has been determining by estimating a population proportion (Levin and Rubin, 2003, pp. 379-382) . 95% level of significance had been taken and the expectation is the estimation should be within 0.05. The journal is a scholarly peer reviewed and refereed publication and is a publisher member of PILA Inc., USA, (CrossRef). © Institute of Research Advances. Website: http://www.research-advances.org/journal/
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The below table shows the position of brands kept, by retailers for different product categories. The five main stream categories like Bath soap, Shampoo, Tooth paste, Detergent powder and fairness cream have been taken for the analysis purpose. 
No. of brands kept by retailers in different product categories
Retailers were specifically asked about number of brands they would like to keep in their shop in bath soap, shampoo, detergent powder, tooth-paste and fairness cream categories. The research revealed following facts in line with the question: Further it is note worthy that only 3.8 percent retailer would like to keep more than 20 brands in their shop. In bath soap category the majority of the customer can recall up to 6 to 10 brands. So, Indian retailers are stocking more number of brands to cater the need of customer. This gap between stocking the brand of bath soap and recall ability of customer apparently shows the ROI loss of retailers. Above table revels the fact about tooth paste brands and retailers desire to store number of brands in their shop. It is apparent that almost 90 percent of retailers would like o keep up to 10 brands in tooth paste category. Further, in contrast to other categories numbers of brands kept in tooth-paste category by retailers are limited in most of the shops of India. Oral care is emerging area in India, the penetration of tooth paste is increased many folds but conscious attitude by customers is still lacking. Only 7.6 percent respondents would like to keep brands up to 11 to 15. 
Retailer satisfaction with respects to Number of Brands available in five categories
Research revealed the fact that 93.4 percent retailers are satisfied with the number of brands available in bath soap category. Further, it is evident with the fact that proliferation of bath soap in India is up to 98 to 99 percent and more than 70 brands are sold in particular region which is economically modest in nature. Apart, it is apparent from the research that 92.6 percent retailers are satisfied with the number of brands available in Shampoo category. It is really astonishing to note that some 65 brands are either used or recalled by the respondents in customer survey. So Shampoo category may not able to absorb more number of brands in the category and people are not much conscious compare to bath soap. Further, 86.9 percent of retailers are satisfied with number of brands available in tooth paste category, while 13.1 percent retailers are not satisfied with number of brands available in tooth paste category, so still the category may have some retailers who want more brands. In detergent powder category 86.6 percent retailers are satisfied with the number of brands available while 13.4 percent retailers still want more brands in the category. Research also, divulges the fact that in Fairness cream category 73.6 percent retailers are satisfied with number of brands available in the category while 26.4 percent retailers want more brands in the category. Further compare to other categories like bath soap, Shampoo, Detergent Powder and tooth paste the fairness cream category is not proliferated with number of brands and still there is scope and space for more brands in the category. 
Retailers' opinion about keeping SKUs for different brands with respective categories
Companies and brands with respect to ROI
From the research it is apparent that retailers responded category leaders are giving good ROI as they are moving fast in the market and inventory turnover is rapid. further for all FMCG category leader the margin are thin but volume make the sense for selling them .Out of five categories three categories are leaded by HUL with their successful brands in terms of giving good ROI. Further in tooth paste category Colgate is leading the chart while in detergent powder category Nirma is leading the chart.
The research also divulge the fact that, Lux in bath soap category is there for giving good return as well as in giving poor returns. Dove is also poor brand in giving the return with Dettol in the category. In shampoo Chick, Head & Shoulder and Pentene are giving poor returns. In tooth paste category Babool, Ppsodent and Anchor are poor in giving returns to the retailers. Ariel, Nirma and Surf-Excel are poor in giving returns in detergent powder category. In fairness cream category Ponds and Vicco lead the chart in giving poor returns.
Retailers' perspective for brand and brand portfolio Management with respect to FMCG
The retailers are asked 24 different questions pertaining to brand and brand portfolio along with vital areas of FMCG marketing. The responses are solicited through five point likert scale on agreement. Following responses have been observed in the research. Table: 13 Reliability Statistics Cronbach's Alpha N of Items .714 24
The above table shows the Cronbach's Alpha is 0.717 which is quite good so far as the reliability of the scale is concerned. Again it reveals the fact that all the statement are in line with the requirement of the research problem. Less number of brands drive better financial performance .628
The above table indicate the statement no.3 "If one company is acquired by some other (international) company then the sales of the brand of acquired company affect badly" has highest loading 0.747 among all the thirteen statements. Further 'Few brands enjoy stronger advertisement support and better implementation of promotional tool' and "The product is reliable when two reputed brands are endorsing the product together" have significant loading of 0.709. Apart from this 'Customers will accept the merging of two brands if both the brands are established and proven also has loading of 0.688 and effective to gauge the response from the retailers. In addition to this "More number of brands from one company in category increase the awareness of the company" has loading of 0.673 and looks interesting from the retailers' perspective. Again "Multiple brands create confusion in the mindset of customers" has 0.665 loading and important from the perspective of brand portfolio management. It is also important to scan "If the company reduce the number of brand the reliability of company will reduce" as it has loading of 0.636. So the statements pertaining to brand portfolio and customer loyalty covers majority of research thrust with respect to retailers. The statements pertaining to the band power are clubbed here like global acquisition of the brand and unique branding for the different product category. The factor which emerges here is "Power branding". Power branding consists of length, width, height and depth of the brand with respect to its company and other association. The statements in the above table unveil the importance of established and proven brand. Further the second statements also highlight the importance of single powerful brand through which company may sell all the products. The factor which identifies with these two statements is "Master Brand". As the scope of master brand is vast both the statements significantly correlate with the concept.
Sr.
No.
Statement
Extraction 1 More number of brands from one company in category increase the awareness of the company .795
Brand portfolio for awareness Above table contain only one statement with significant loading and form a separate factor. The factor emerges as "Brand portfolio for awareness". Brand awareness is critical for success of any brand as; it is constituted by two important parameters, viz. Brand recognition and brand recall. So brand portfolio for awareness is the vital factor for corporate in, views of retailers.
Rationalization of brand Portfolio with respect to store planning, uniform and better store planning and achieving sensory criteria The research divulges the fact that rationalization of band portfolio facilitates better store planning. Here the mean for the statement is 3.57 and apparently retailers believe that rationalization of brand portfolio facilitate in better store planning. Further it is also apparent from the research that rationalization of brand portfolio will result in uniform and better packaging as the mean for the statement is 3.49. As the mean of the statement related to sensory criteria is 3.26, it is clear that rationalization of brand portfolio will facilitate in achieving sensory criteria like touch, taste, smell, sound and sight. So, again retailers believe that few brands will help in better management of products and brands.
Number of Brands managed by retailers in FMCG
From the research it is apparent that 19.7 percent of retailers manage up to 20 to 40 brands, 17.1 percent retailers manage up to 40 to 60 brands. Further, 9.3 percent retailers manage up to 60 to 80 brands and 6.7 percent manages up to 80 to 100 brands. So it is apparent from the table that still in India retailers manage with limited brands and categories and they are mom and pop stores. India is having more than 20 to 22 lacs outlet pertaining to the FMCG variants. Further in India grocery stores and small stores are bulk in numbers and at the street corners we may find the small stores. The capacity of average Indian retailer is still limited and they modestly run the store with limited products and brands.
Shelf space and store size available with retailers
The research reveals the fact about shelf space available in store for the retailers where almost 71 percent have less than 50 Square feet shelf space. This apparently shows in India still we have very limited shelf space to display the product so the retailers can not make more brands visible to the customers. Again 23.5 percent retailers have shelf space up to 51 to 200 square feet. So the research reveals the fact that very limited retailers have even modest retail store which is not spacious and helps in better visualizing of the products. Only 4.3 per cent retailers have good shelf space ranging from 201 to 400 square feet and 1.1 percent retailers have shelf space ranging fro 401 to 600 square feet. Apart only 0.3 percent of retailers have shelf space of more than 600 square feet. In nutshell Indian retailers are having very modest infrastructure for product visibility.
Further it is apparent from the research that 22.9 percent retailers own store less than 50 square feet while 25.1 percent retailers own the store of 51 to 200 square feet. Again 27.2 percent retailers have store of 201 to 400 square feet while 10.4 percent retailers own the store of 401 to 600 square feet. So it is apparent from the data that 42 percent retailers have considerable store size while 52 percent retailers still mange with limited space. Again 4.8 percent retailers have store size of 600 to 800 square feet while 9.6 percent retailers have store size more than 800 square feet.
Outlook
From the research it is apparent that in India brands and SKUs of FMCG are proliferating in the market at unprecedented pace. Small retailers are still facing from issues like ROI, Shelf-space, store size and proliferation of brands and SKUs. Research revealed the fact that almost 88 percent retailers are falling in the age-group of 20 to 50 and majority of them are having moderate education required for the business. Again, the FMCG giant like Unilever has category leaders in bath-soap, fairness cream and shampoo categories, while Nirma rule the detergent powder category and Colgate rule the tooth-paste category. Research reveals the fact that there are close competitors for all category leaders which compels the leaders for relentless innovation. Brand Architecture, Marketing communication, Financial efficiency, Corporate brand image,
